
First Day Home

The trip home went well, but took a long time. From departing the hotel in Beijing to arriving at
home west of Denver about 24.5 hours passed. That includes ground transportation and waiting.

I had eaten well in China and was about 5 pounds (more than 2 kg) heavier than normal when I
returned home. I was not concerned. With vigorous exercise in the future park that I am
managing I was a half pound lighter than normal by Tuesday morning. I had spent the mornings
mowing weeds, some about 1.5 meters high. On Monday and Tuesday I was clearing gravel
roadway loops. That will finish on Wednesday but then I will be mowing weeds in the areas
within the loops. Here is a photo of the lawnmower in tall weeds. The other is a cleared roadway.



During the last full day in Tianjin I was showing this quotation from the hero of our favorite
book to my new Chinese friend, just before giving her the special gift. This translation differs
from the one we read, but the meaning is the same. (Mt. 5: 25-34) This is one of my favorite
passages. The sentence labeled 33 has been my guide for life since I was a teenager. It has indeed
worked out as promised, and with even more “things”.

Last Saturday in Beijing an artist offered some of his work to us
teachers. I liked this scroll and brought it home. It is now hanging
in our living room. The quote is from sentence 26 in the above
reading. Since the entire passage also mentions the flowers, here
are some birds and flowers from the property I am managing.

The flowers were all photographed Monday.

So I enjoy working in this field with its birds and
flowers. More are illustrated on my web site at
www.EdHolroyd.info/Prospect.

Ed Holroyd, 7 August 1012

Wood Duck (male, local)
Mandarin Duck (male, from
eastern China, but near my home
29 May 2012.)

Sunflower

Prickly Poppy

Alfalfa Silvery Lupine

http://www.EdHolroyd.info/Prospect.
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